[DNA polymorphism applied to paternity testing. Analysis of 877 cases].
Paternity testing is based on biological analyses that have drastically developed during the past 20 years. According to scientific developments, paternity testing was based on red blood groups studies, the analysis of red cell enzymes and plasma proteins polymorphisms, the typing of the HLA-A and B antigens, and the DNA polymorphism in its various forms. This study aims at comparing the various analyses so that each becomes a reference for the others, in order to determine (i) the acceptable level of the paternity probability evaluation, and (ii) the exclusion rules according to new technologies. The relative performances of the various combinations of tests is analyzed in this report, based on a study of 877 cases. Thanks to studies based on the gene amplification of micro-satellites, the efficiency of this technique has been proved: it is however necessary to identify the limits of the tests and to know how to deal with those cases which require further analysis. Beyond the most efficient biological analysis, it is very important to think about paternity testing as a process in which biological tests are only one step.